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Five developmental areas in which a child 
could be found eligible for ECSE services:

1. Social/Emotional
2. Adaptive
3. Cognitive
4. Physical (fine and gross motor)
5. Communication (language)

Speech (articulation/voice/fluency) is a SSD.



Social/Emotional/Behavioral Interventions



Social/Emotional/Behavioral Interventions
● Provide activities which encourage play and interaction, with 

increasingly complex levels of interaction (water play, shaving 
cream, bubbles, working on large piece of paper on the floor or table 
where children can draw/color with others and “create” together)

● Provide individual support for children who need support/modeling 
to appropriately interact while working/playing beside other 
children

● Determine individual children’s interests so activities can be 
planned which encourage children’s interest

● Have one child engage in a game activity with one peer.  With 
success, gradually increase the size of the group.



Sung to the tune 

of “The Farmer in 

the Dell”





● Allow child to choose a group of peers with whom they feel 
comfortable

● Use a student’s favorite item to initiate play when a child is 
having difficulty choosing an area of play

● Provide opportunities for small group participation as 
opposed to large group participation

● Allow student to be present during group activities without 
requiring active participation

● Make social situations relevant and accessible - think 
transition times!







● Capitalize on opportunities to share and help (assigned “jobs”, 
promote problem solving as a class)

● Choose a peer to model appropriate interactions with another 
student

● Provide redirection in a positive manner
● Use pictures of faces to identify various feelings of others
● Use written stories/books to teach about actions and feelings
● Maintain a consistent, dependable, predictable schedule











Quality authors for books about feelings: 
Todd Parr, Sandra Boynton, Molly Bang



Adaptive Behaviors



Adaptive Skills Interventions

● Plan activities which allow for recognition of feelings
● Read stories utilizing nonverbal facial expressions which must 

be interpreted
● Use snack and meal times at school for practice with utensils
● Use opportunities in the daily classroom routine to practice 

dressing skills (restroom use with child performing tasks as 
independently as possible, preparation for going outside or at 
arrival and dismissal with coat, having dramatic play clothing 
with fasteners for practice)







● Modeling flexibility and substituted use of objects for items 
needed in play (using sticks and leaves for the ingredients in 
soup while on the playground)

● Supporting collaboration with peers for acting out stories
● Everyday associations help with teaching children to naturally 

organize items
● Increase the number of mental representations - a bowl can 

be a bowl, or a hat or a bed for a baby mouse





Cognitive Ability/Overall General Intelligence



Interventions for Cognitive Development
● Make-believe or pretend play with guidance and support from 

adults
● Pretend play/dramatic play - self-regulation, motivation, 

perseverance, increased attention span, encourages children 
to mentally picture different situations and allows them to 
take control of experiences when at times they have little 
control of experiences in real life

● Variety of materials requiring different skills (puzzles, drawing)
● Firsthand, meaningful experiences - relationships, concepts 

and strategies



Cognitive Ability/General Intelligence 
Interventions

Everyday 

Problem Solving

Facilitating 
Thinking



 Fine and Visual Motor Interventions
 Stacking 
- Use larger blocks for stacking to develop skill/transition    
back to small 1” size
- Rubber blocks hold position better - use when struggling 
to keep blocks in place
- Use duplo blocks or connecting cups to develop skill and 
transition back to small 1” size
Block Designs
- Start simple and add in more complex designs
- Use visual cards as needed - see block design picture card 
handout



Fine and Visual Motor Interventions (Cont’d)

Twist-Top Containers
- Put smaller containers, possibly with thicker lids in 
kitchen centers - sprinkle containers are great options!

Fasteners 
- 3 year olds should be able to manipulate snaps, ¾” size 
buttons, and a zipper on jacket that has to engage - use 
fastener boards off body, then try on body 





Fine and Visual Motor Interventions (Cont’d)

Grasp
- Appropriate grasp patterns 
- Use short 1” crayon pieces so that they can only use thumb
     and 1st two finger pads
- Use short 3” pencil to accommodate potential decreased
     hand strength and  coordination - golf pencil
- Playdoh/putty - roll into “snake” and pinch with thumb                                            
and 1st 2 fingers repeatedly



Fine and Visual Motor Interventions (Cont’d)

Pre-Writing/Writing Strokes 
- Establish pre-writing skills needed for uppercase letters
     [H, V, O, A….]

Cutting 
- Teach hand placement - thumb in small hole, fingers in 
      large hole
- If child struggles to open/close scissors, try springloaded
      or loop scissors
- Try tongs or other dippers to grasp/release to target



 Sensory Processing Interventions

When children are not able to take in 
information from their senses, make sense of 
it, and then use it in their day, they may need 
assistance with this self-regulation process, so 
that they can respond appropriately in their 
environment. 
 



Sensory Processing Interventions (Cont’d)

Vision
● Minimize classroom materials hanging, on shelves, etc
● Seat student near teacher, away from frequent visual 

distractions such as near doorway, at end of table
● Turn off classroom lights and use natural light through 

windows or lamp
● Provide personal visual schedule - can use daily 

schedule, activity schedule – typically kids that need 
this aren’t able to attend a classroom schedule on a 
board







Sensory Processing Interventions (Cont’d)
Hearing
● Use headphones or ear plugs to help filter noisy 

environments, block loud or startling noises such as bells, 
sirens, whistles.

● Use whisper phone for students making noises, humming, or 
singing, to themselves to help them register noises 
appropriately

● Prepare kids when they may encounter loud sounds, fire 
drills, or sirens.

Touch
● provide firm touch rather than light touch that can be 

startling or alerting





Sensory Processing Interventions (Cont’d)

Taste/Smell
● When kids put non-food items in their mouth 

consistently, provide appropriate oral input using 
“chewy” tools, or snacks that are chewy, crunchy, or 
sour.

● Minimize air fresheners, perfume, candles when kids 
are sensitive to odors.

● You can use alerting fragrances for kids that seem tired 
or lethargic on a regular basis.



Sensory Processing Interventions (Cont’d)

Body Awareness

● Deep pressure activities provide calming and organizing 
input, and is recommended every hour to every couple 
of hours, or as needed.

● Use pressure and/or weighted tools - hug vest, weighted 
vest, weighted blanket/lap pad, weighted animals - 
Consult with your OT for use of weighted/pressure tools.









Sensory Processing Interventions (Cont’d)

Balance and Motion

● Be sure to follow movement activities with a deep 
pressure activity to help calm and organize the body - 
movement is good but can be alerting

● Intersperse movement activities with quiet activities
● Linear swinging is calming, spinning is alerting.           

See OT for guidance on need/type movement input





Speech and Language Interventions

Model—Providing a clear, simple, correct example when talking 
with children. Children learn what they hear from others around 
them.

Repetition by child—Encourage a child to repeat your language 
model.

Recast—Repeat the child’s utterance with a correction of a speech 
sound or word form.

Expansion—Like a recast, the child’s comment is repeated with an 
additional word to broaden vocabulary and concept development.





Speech and Language Interventions
Choices—A powerful tool! Used to simplify the asking of a question. 
If the child does not respond to your question, follow it with a 
related question including a choice of responses. This makes a word 
recognition task out of a word retrieval task.

Phonemic Cues—Prompting the child to say a particular word by 
modeling the beginning sound of the word.

Preferential Seating—Placing the child so your face & mouth can be 
seen when talking. Seating the child next to you at circle time is not 
the best seat for children with speech (articulation) or hearing 
difficulties.

Location of Stimuli—If you want the child to watch your face, hold 
the stimulus (picture or object) next to your face.





Speech and Language Interventions

Visual Support—Always add visual representations to support 
vocabulary development and remember when you plan for visual 
support to help a specific child it becomes an intervention! 
Document and take data re: the outcome.

Purposeful Pairing—Pair a child having difficulties with a peer who 
is tolerant and patient with others.

Adjust Level of Difficulty—Consider the # of words in your 
utterances, consider the complexity of your sentences, and consider 
the children’s familiarity with your vocabulary. Don’t always simplify 
your language, but consider simplifying for specific children—it 
becomes an intervention!

Wait Time—Allow at least 5 seconds of wait time for children having 
processing or comprehension problems.

Simplify—This is the same intervention as Adjusting the Level of 
Difficulty
 





Speech and Language Interventions

What Should I Do for a Child Who...
           Stutters (has dysfluencies)?

Can be related to typical development.
Put yourself at the child’s eye level and stop your activity 
to  communicate to the child that you are fully listening.
Avoid interrupting the child; Allow him to complete the 
communicative effort
Recast the child’s sentence using a smooth, slow model
Avoid expecting the child to perform verbally                                                 
Eliminate placing the child in chaotic situations
Don’t rush the child



Speech and Language Interventions

What Should I Do for a Child Who...

Fails to follow my directions?
Simplify your direction

       Provide a physical prompt assisting the child with 
  completion of the direction
Provide a visual model of the desired action

Doesn’t seem to understand what I am saying?
Provide verbal choices
Provide wait time         
Restate your phrase in a different, simpler manner

 
                                            



Speech and Language Interventions

What Should I Do for a Child Who...

Has difficulty getting along with peers?
Teach taking turns during tasks as well as when talking

        Use a “talking stick,” microphone, or other object for the 
          speaker to hold when talking.

Talks but has grammatical errors?
Model correct grammar in a natural, positive manner
Have child repeat correct word form 



Gross Motor



Gross Motor Interventions/RTI
*Designed to address and remediate gross motor concerns that are not 
severe enough to require physical therapy as a related special 
education service.

*Allows opportunities for skills practice that are embedded into daily 
routines

*Activities can be generalized to include all students



Gross Motor Intervention/RTI Examples
Toe Walking

Body Awareness

W-Sitting

Motor Lab



      Toe Walking



      Body Awareness



W-Sitting



  Motor Lab
Ready Bodies Learning Minds 

Recent research shows  a 70% increase in 
reading proficiency in elementary age 
children who utilized the motor lab 20 
minutes every other day.

In addition to academics, motor lab use 

has been shown to improve 
attention/focus and behavior.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HUy
5Y1UiymY

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HUy5Y1UiymY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HUy5Y1UiymY


Sensory/Motor Trails

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gDefbr7Vlro

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e-xlx8ufJuc*

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gDefbr7Vlro
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e-xlx8ufJuc












Thank you for your attention and participation!

Question and Answer time


